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	Title: Distributing the Administration of the Aquarian Teacher
	Name: KRI
	Contributors: Martha Chester, Hari Hari Ji, Gurusangat K, and others
	Category: [Organizational structure]
	Background: An idea arose at the EU TTEC meetings in January 2020 to investigate possibly setting up a European KRI office.  Before that effort could really begin, the corona crisis and Yogi Bhajan allegations arose.   At the July 2020 Trainer Forum/Summit, an OST session on vertical and horizontal leadership also discussed ways to make the oversight and management and administration of the teacher training programs (collectively called the Aquarian Teacher programs, which includes the Aquarian Trainer Academy).  Some members of that break-out group continued to meet and further detail how such a decentralization could look. There has not yet been enough detail thought through, and enough input from the broader trainer community, to propose a specific new system.  Therefore the intent of this proposal is to see if there is a clear mandate from the trainers to move in this direction.  If so, one or more small groups will continue to meet to delineate possible paths and prototypes that could be brought back to TTEC and the KRI board of directors for approval.
	New Policy Proposal:  We the Teacher Trainers in the Aquarian Trainer Academy agree that more decentralized administration systems for the Aquarian Teacher (AT) should be detailed and proposed, including investigating membership structures. Examples of such systems could be regional AT offices  (like a European office, a South American Office, Asian, North American, etc.), or national offices (being a collective of trainers like the National Teacher Associations, or perhaps working through those existing Associations).


